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Clinical study on the efficacy of orally administered crushed fresh garlic in controlling *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* infection in burn patients with varying burn degrees
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Abstract

The aim of the present study was to evaluate the effectiveness of orally administered crushed fresh garlic cloves in the control of *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* burn wound infection among patients with different burn sizes. A total of 140 burn patients, divided into three groups according to their burns sizes: >70%, <70>45% and <45>20% of total body surface area (TBSA) were serially and randomly allocated into two equal number of control and treatment subgroups and matched for age, sex, area and cause of burn. Treatment group received two crushed garlic cloves mixed with yogurt with their daily lunch meal, while control group received plain yogurt only. The time *P. aeruginosa* of development of burn wound infection was considered as end-point for study among the selected groups. The results showed that the number of patients who developed *P. aeruginosa* burn wound infection was significantly reduced among the garlic-treated group with <45% but >20% of TBSA in the first week of hospitalization. No significant differences in other groups of patients were recorded. It seems that fresh crushed garlic cloves can be used as a supplementary herbal medicinal agent in delaying of *P. aeruginosa* burn wound infection in patients with moderate burn injuries.
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Introduction

Perhaps no other subject has attracted so much attention in the medical literature as the control of infection, especially among burn injuries. Such patients are at a high risk for infection due to the nature of the burn injury itself, the immunocompromising effects of burns, prolonged hospitalization, intensive diagnostic, and therapeutic interventional procedures [1]. On the other hand, survival of burn patients is largely dependent upon prompt and efficient control of infection. This not only limits wound contracture but also speeds up wound healing. The best management of infections is to prevent patients from becoming infected in the first place and early wound closure with application of skin grafts [2].

Garlic is a widely distributed plant used in all parts of the world not only as a spice but also as a popular medicinal plant remedy for several diseases such as wounds,
infections and ulcer for thousands of years. A wide range of microorganisms including bacteria, fungi, protozoa and viruses have shown to be sensitive to crushed garlic preparations [3,4]. Moreover, garlic is known to reduce blood sugar, lipid and cholesterol levels, [5] and is useful in anticancer and aging prevention [6]. These unique properties of garlic may be clinically important. Because the daily intake for a prolonged period neither leads to serious side effects nor produce any usual complications with some drugs.

The Egyptians used garlic as an ancient folk medicine many centuries ago. It is only since the 19th century that researchers have prompted to test its antimicrobial and antifungal effects scientifically [7,8]. Recently, topical application of 10% (v/v) garlic extract on *P. aeruginosa* infected burns in animals showed this extract to be equally effective as 1% silver sulfadiazine in extending the survival of mice and in reducing bacterial counts in various organs in mice [9]. However, garlic, in its fresh, crushed-clove form, is a potent irritant. For example, if the crushed-clove is applied topically under pressure bandage severe dermal reaction and deep chemical burns can develop [10].

The primary cause of mortality among burn patients, mainly after the second week post burn, is believed to be a consequence of wound sepsis; the most common implicated agent is the resistant strains of Gram-negative *P. aeruginosa* [11,12]. Despite great progress in control of infection caused by the use of a variety of new products such as silvadine, sulfadiazine and a myriad sliver products, infection with this organism still holds a nearly unchanged position in the rank order of pathogens causing intensive-care unit-related infections and increasing degrees of resistance continually being reported for more than four decades and continues to represent the third most frequent organism associated with wound infection [13].

Although much has been reported on the medicinal properties of garlic [14,15] not much is known about its usefulness in treatment of burn patients with different burn surface areas. The aim of the present study was, therefore; to evaluate the effectiveness of orally administered fresh crushed garlic clove (*Allium sativum* L.) in the control of *P. aeruginosa* wound infections among hospitalized burn patients with varying percentages of TBSA.

**Patients and Methods**

**Patients**

This study was conducted at Taleghani Burn Centre affiliated to Ahvaz Jundishapur University of Medical Sciences, during the periods between January and June 2007. 140 newly admitted burn cases (46 males, 94 females), having the set criteria of inclusion, with second or third degree burns with more than 20% TBSA, were the subjects of this study. Second degree wound is characterized by blister formation and the damage extending through the epidermis to the underlying dermal layer, while third degree burns go deeper and affect the underlying tissues, with a charred appearance due to blood clots in the blood vessels [1]. Patients had no wound infection at the time of admission, and had referred to the hospital within six hours of burn accident, were included in this study. None of the subjects received prophylactic antibiotics before confirmed cultured specimen and antimicrobial sensitivity assessment.

Since susceptibility to infection is related to extent TBSA, the patients were serially and randomly divided into three main categories in relation to the burn percentage of TBSA: group A, with burn of more than 70%; group B, with less than 70% but more than 45% and group C, with less than 45% but more than 20% TBSA. The number of patients in groups A, B and C were 40, 40 and 60 respectively. Each group was further sub-grouped randomly into equal numbers of patients (matched for age, sex and cause of burn), into treatment and
control groups. Each patient in the treatment group was hospitalized in the same room as their corresponding control with almost the same burn coverage and area of body infected. The morbidity and mortality and the timing of development of *P. aeruginosa* infections were assessed.

**Sampling procedure**

The first 1g wound biopsy, removed with a wound puncture remover, was collected from all patients immediately after admission, and then continued every three days during the whole period of the study. The grown colonies from samples were cultured for aerobic bacteria on blood agar and Eosin Methylene Blue (EMB) agar (Highmedia, India) plates [16]. Identification and counting of bacteria were performed according to the standard bacteriologic methods. The cultured samples were stained with Gram’s stain and were microscopically examined for the presence of *P. aeruginosa* [16].

In order to limit the influence of suspected confounding factors, trained health care personnel constantly provided the medical care to both treatment and control patients in the allocated category. The end-point for this study was taken as the day of development of infection with *P. aeruginosa* with microorganism count above $10^5/g$ [12].

**Treatment protocol**

Immediately after the admission and during the follow up, medical care was provided with the aim of prevention of burn complications as well the control of infection routinely instituted at our centre on all burn cases. Theses controls included the ensuring of the airway patency, pain relief, estimation of extent of depth and burn percentage TBSA, estimation of fluid requirements and wound dressing which were administrated similarly in both control and subjects who received garlic cloves. All subgroups of patients involved in the garlic treatment received, in addition to the standard medical care provided in our centre for burn wounds, two fresh crushed-cloves of garlic (*Allium sativum* L.). The garlic was purchased from the commercial market of Ahvaz city, and were mixed with yogurt at lunch. While the corresponding control subgroups received yogurt that contained no garlic.

**Ethical considerations**

This study was with the approval of the ethics research committee of Ahvaz Jundishapur University of Medical Sciences. The patients signed a written consent and acknowledged their rights to withdraw from the study whenever they wished. This was an essential part of the study.

**Statistical analysis**

The data were statistically analyzed using Chi-squared test, with $P<0.5$ as the level of significance.

**Results**

While all the 40 patients in the group with >70% TBSA burn were females (primarily due to an attempted suicide), there were 34 females (17 patients in each of control and treatment groups) out of a total of 40 patients, who were in the group with a burn covering between 70-45% caused by accidental burns primarily due to flame and boiled water, and there were an equal number of males and females in the group with <45>20% burns primarily due to accidental events.

The time and the number of patients who developed burn wound infection among the studied groups varied. All the 19 survived patients both subgroups of the burn patient with >70% TBSA and 18 (90%) of the burn wound in both subgroups of patients with <70>45% TBSA were infected within the first week of hospitalization ($P<0.05$ relative to group <45>25% group). While, burn wound infection among the subgroups of patients with <45>20% TBSA was significantly different. 70% of patients in the control subgroup and 15% in the
The garlic treated group were infected within the first week of hospitalization (P<0.01). However infection of burn wounds in the garlic-treated subgroup with <45% TBSA did develop on days 11 and 13 of hospitalization in seven and eight patients respectively (P<0.01) (Table 1). In general significantly a fewer number of patients in the garlic-treated subgroup with <45% TBSA did developed burn wound infection (70 versus 60%, P<0.022) (Table 1).

Table 1: The comparison of the number of patients with different percentages of TBSA among standard treatment (control group) and those additionally given two fresh garlic cloves daily mixed with yogurt (treatment group) on development of P. aeruginosa burn wound infection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>&gt;70 % of TBSA (n=40)</th>
<th>&lt;70&gt;45% of TBSA (n=40)</th>
<th>&lt;45&gt;20 % of TBSA (n=60)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control (n=20)</td>
<td>Treatment (n=20)</td>
<td>Control (n=20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (%)</td>
<td>19 (90)</td>
<td>19 (90)</td>
<td>18 (90)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* P<0.05 relative to >70 % and <70 and >45% groups.  
+ P<0.05 and ++ P<0.01 between the <45 and >20 % TBSA subgroups.  
# P< 0.05 between the garlic treated and control subgroup with <45% TBSA coverage. Chi squared test

Discussion

In recent years, multiple drug–resistant (MDR) P. aeruginosa have been identified from different centers [11]. The inappropriate long-term use of antibiotic, both for prophylactic and treatment purposes and difficulty in isolation of the patients increased the development of resistance and spreading the growth of P. aeruginosa strains. National Nosocomial Infection Surveillance System reported a growth of resistance of this microorganism to commonly used antibiotics such as imipenem, ciprofloxacin and ceftazidime by 15, 19 and 20% between the periods of 1998-2003 [11]. This report justified the serious concern for implementation of strategies for control of infection in hospital environment especially in acute care units such as ICU and more specifically in burn units throughout the world [12, 17]. On the other hand, antibiotic resistance in P. aeruginosa does not only predict a poor clinical outcome but also increases the hospitalization period with the consequence of a significant economic burden for the health system [18]. Therefore, any measures that can lead to the control of wound infection will be a welcomed measure.

In this study, we attempted to evaluate the effectiveness of fresh garlic, as a prophylactic agent in control of P. aeruginosa infection, in patients with different percentages of TBSA burns. We showed that two crushed-cloves given orally daily produces some efficacy in patients with burns between 45 and 20% of TBSA, and had no similar effect on burns with >45% of TBSA.

The dose employed for garlic was selected arbitrarily and based on the normal consumed quantity by some people in this area, and which was traditionally recommended for various ailments. However, would we have administered larger doses of this old medicinal plant, its usefulness in other patient groups would have been evaluated more thoroughly.
Furthermore, other parameters such as the metabolic, cardiovascular and immune status of burn patients on garlic treatment were not compared with their control patient subgroups. These aspects need to be studied further in separate studies.

It has been suggested that the mechanism by which garlic extract produces its anti-microbial actions to be mediated via changes the lipid profile of the cell membrane [19]. Furthermore, a very interesting aspect of the antibacterial activity of allicin is the apparent inability of most bacteria to develop resistance to it, because the mode action is completely different from that of other antibiotic substances [20]. It has been proposed that the development of resistance to β-lactam antibiotics is 1000-fold easier than development of resistance to allicin [20]. However, if a medicinal plant-based or a synthetic prescription drug formulation is to be employed in treatment of a given disease, then a vigorous scientifically based evidence on their safety and efficacy needs to be provide.

Despite the employment of various techniques in the control of infection as well as the current use of broad-spectrum antibiotics and aggressive diagnostic and therapeutic techniques, *P. aeruginosa* wound infection occurs in 10-50% of patients with burns, and with a mortality rate of 80% [21]. In other studies *P. aeruginosa* was reported to be the causative agent in 65-71% of the sepsis [11, 22]. In our study, the rate of *P. aeruginosa* wound infection was found to be related to the burn wound surface area. These findings were anticipated, since the rate of mortality and morbidity are directly related to the size of burn wound [1].

In this pilot clinical trial, we have shown that two crushed garlic cloves, mixed with yogurt at lunchtime, is partially an effective medicinal plant in delaying burn wound infection with *P. aeruginosa* and in reducing the need for antibiotics in some burn patients. These findings contradict those reported by Ankri and Mirelman [3] who suggest that multiple drug resistant strains of *P. aeruginosa* are resistant to allicin. There are possibly three reasons for these discrepancies. Firstly, they tested allicin, the active constituent of garlic in an *in vitro* condition on the isolated microorganism, while we employed fresh crushed garlic cloves in uninfected burn patients. Secondly, the strain tested in their study was MDR mucoid type, while in our study, the pathogenic strains *P. aeruginosa* were mostly non-MDR type since they responded to third generation cephalosporins and imipenem. In our study, only 2% of the isolated cultures were MDR which were treated with a combination of two antibiotics regimen such as gentamycin plus ceftazodime/imipenem or amikacin plus ceftazidime/imipenem. Furthermore, the purpose of our study was to evaluate the efficacy of garlic in prevention of burn infection in the first place, rather than to test its efficacy as an antimicrobial agent.

What is the relevance of these findings to clinical practice? Since the development of infection, especially with multiple drug-resistant *P. aeruginosa* strains, has serious consequences on the course of the burn wound healing and the treatment outcomes, employment of various prophylactic strategies seems to be a more logical approach in the prevention of the development of burn wound infections. Taking all possible confounding factors for the development of burn infection into consideration, garlic was found to be partially useful in delaying the development of infection in a selected number of burn patients with <45>20% of TBSA. It seems that this ancient folk medicine may have a role to play in the treatment of one of the common underlying causes of morbidity and mortality in the 21st century.

This study was merely a small inroad towards prevention of one of the most difficult conditions that has haunted humankind over the centuries. Although the exact role of garlic in the control of infection in burn patients with high percentage of TBSA remains to be seen, this study,
demonstrated that the administration of two garlic cloves daily delayed the development of *P. aeruginosa* wound infection, and hence reduced the need for antibiotic administration. Prudently, further studies to evaluate the efficacy of this method in reducing the mortality rate on a larger number of patients is warranted.
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